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A closer look to the knee region
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Open questions in Cosmic Ray Physics
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Much of CR research in the past century has been devoted to answering a set of 
classical questions:
 

(1)  Which classes of sources contribute to the CR flux in different energy ranges?  
How many types of sources provide a significant contribution to the overall CR 
flux? 

(2) Which sources are capable of reaching the highest particle energies and how? 

(3) Which are the relevant processes responsible for CR confinement in the Galaxy?

(4)  Where is the transition between Galactic and EG-CRs and how can we explain  
the well-known features such as knee, second knee, ankle? 

(5) What is the origin of the difference between the chemical composition of CRs  
and the solar one?
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A description
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Figure 3 – All-particle energy spectra of primary cosmic rays measured by TALE
?
, IceTop

?
, Tunka-133

?
, ARGO-

YBJ
?
, Tibet AS� ?

, KASCADE-Grande
?
experiments. The lines are fits to the di↵erent spectra with the formula

(2). Best fits parameters are reported in Table 1. The total errors are plotted.
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The absolute flux K0 and the spectral index ↵1 quantify the power law. The flux above the
cut-o↵ energy Eb is modeled by a second and steeper power law. The parameters ↵2, the slope
beyond the knee, and w > 0, the smoothness of the transition from the first to the second power
law, characterize the change in the spectrum at the cut-o↵ energy. A value w = 0 corresponds
to a steep transition that soften with increasing values ?.

In Fig. ?? some selected measurements of the all–particle energy spectrum in the energy
region from 8 · 104 to 2 · 109 GeV are shown. The data come from ARGO-YBJ ?,Tibet AS�
(Sibyll) ?, Kascade-Grande ?, IceTop ?, Tunka-133 ?, TALE ? experiments. As it can be seen,
ARGO-YBJ and Tibet AS� are the only shower arrays which traced the knee in detail, starting
from more than an energy decade below. Instead the other experiments have an energy threshold
too close to the knee.

Di↵erent spectra agree in showing a knee at a few PeV, an ankle right after and a second knee
at about 200–300 PeV. But the di↵erent experiments also show important di↵erences related to
large systematic errors. By assuming the existence of these structures we described the spectra
with the formula (2) summarizing the best fit parameters in Table 1. The spectrum is described
as four segments with constant spectral index, ↵1, ↵2 and ↵3, separated by three spectral features
(a knee, an ankle and another knee) with break energies Eb1, Eb2 and Eb3 and widths w1, w2

and w3. We used the total error, combining quadratically statistically and systematic errors.

3 Measurement of the ”Knee” in the (p+He) energy spectrum
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Fig. 1. Example of a (softening) spectral feature described by the parameterization 
of Eq. (1) . The spectral indices before and after the break are α1 = 2 . 7 and α2 = 3 . 1 . 
The different curves are calculated as the limit for w → 0 , and with w = 0 . 1 , 0.3 
and 0.5. 

Fig. 2. Energy dependence of the spectral index (see Eq. (2) ). The three curves cor- 
respond to three values of the width parameter ( w = 0 . 1 , 0.3 and 0.5). 
In this equation α = (α2 + α1 ) / 2 is the average of the two spec- 
tral indices before and after the break, and "α = (α2 − α1 ) is the 
total change in spectral index across the break (some numerical 
examples are shown in Fig. 2 ). It is straightforward to see that w 
gives the width of interval in log E where the step in spectral index 
develops. 

The limit for w → 0 of Eq. (1) is a broken power law with spec- 
tral index α1 for E < E b , and α2 for E > E b , and the same limit for 
Eq. (2) yields: 
lim 
w → 0 α(E) = 

{ 
α − "α

2 = α1 for E < E b 
α + "α

2 = α2 for E > E b (3) 
and corresponds to a discontinuous jump of the spectral index. 
More in general, one has that the asymptotic values (for E → 0 and 
E → ∞ ) of the spectral index are α1 and α2 , and at the break en- 
ergy E b the spectral index takes the average value: α(E b ) = α . The 
step in spectral index "α develops symmetrically in log E , and the 
energies E f ± where the spectral index takes the values: 
α(E f ± ) = α ± "α

2 f (4) 
(with 0 ≤ f < 1) are given by: 
log E f ± = log E b ± w log [1 + f 

1 − f 
]

, (5) 
so that the two values log E f ± are placed symmetrically with re- 
spect to log E b . The total range of log E (centered on log E b ) where 

the spectral index varies by "α/2 is then: 
(" log 10 E) "α/ 2 = ( log 10 9) w % 0 . 954 w. (6) 
This allows to attribute a simple and easy to remember physical 
meaning to w . The value w % 1 corresponds to a spectral feature 
that develops in approximately a decade of energy, and a feature 
of width w % 0 . 1 has an energy extension that is approximately a 
factor ≈ 10 0.1 ! 1.25. 

The width w is also related to the derivative of the spectral 
index at the break energy by the simple relation: 
dα(E) 
d ln E 

∣∣∣∣
E= E b = "α

4 w . (7) 
Recently the AMS02 collaboration has presented fits to the 

rigidity spectra of the proton an helium spectra [12,13] using the 
functional form (expressed here as a function of energy): 
φ(E) = K ( E 

E 0 
)−α1 [

1 + ( E 
E b 

)−(α2 −α1 ) /s ]s 
. (8) 

Eqs. (1) and (8) are in fact different parameterizations of the same 
ensemble of curves. The parameter s used in Eq. (8) is related to 
the width w of Eq. (1) by: 
s = −(α2 − α1 ) w (9) 
and therefore Eqs. (1) and (8) are equivalent. The parameterization 
used by the AMS02 collaboration suffers from the same ambiguity 
present for the form of Eq. (1) , because (with an appropriate modi- 
fication of the normalization factor) the two sets of parameters { α, 
α′ , s } and { α′ , α, −s } correspond to identical curves. The choice of 
the set where the quantities α1, 2 are the asymptotic spectral in- 
dices of the curve for low and high energy, corresponds to the set 
of parameters with s > 0 if the spectral feature is a hardening, and 
the set with s < 0 if the spectral feature is a softening. 

Even if the two parameterizations of Eqs. (1) and (8) are math- 
ematically equivalent, we find that the use of the width parame- 
ter w is preferable because of its more transparent and intuitive 
physical meaning. In addition, when performing fits to data, the 
quantities in the pair { s , "α} are in general much more strongly 
correlated than the quantities in the pair { w, "α}. 

As discussed above, the spectral index of a flux described by 
Eq. (1) or (8) is symmetric in log E . It is potentially interesting to 
have a more flexible functional form to describe a spectral feature 
that allows for the possibility that the spectral index changes more 
rapidly before or after the break energy. A simple generalization 
of Eq. (1) that depends on one more parameter, can be obtained, 
keeping for E b the same definition, that is the energy where the 
spectral index takes the average value: 
α(E b ) = (α1 + α2 ) 

2 (10) 
and introducing two different widths to the left and right of the 
break energy. This results in the form: 
φ(E) = 

 
  
  

K 0 ( E 
E 0 )−α1 [ 

1 + ( E 
E b ) 1 

w L ] −"α w L 
for E < E b 

K 0 2 "α (w R −w L ) ( E 
E 0 )−α1 [ 

1 + ( E 
E b ) 1 

w R ] −"α w R 
for E > E b , 

(11) 
so that the spectral index α( E ) takes the form: 
α(E) = 

{ 
α + "α

2 tanh [ ln (E/E b ) 
2 w L ]

for E < E b 
α + "α

2 tanh [ ln (E/E b ) 
2 w R ]

for E > E b . (12) 
For this parameterization the flux and its first derivative (i.e. the 
spectral index) are continuous, but the second derivative is discon- 
tinuous at the point E = E b . Taking the derivative of the spectral 
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The CR spectrum can be described as an ensemble of adjacent energy intervals, where the 
energy distribution is a simple power law, separated by “spectral features”, that is narrow 
regions where the slope (or spectral index) of the flux undergoes a rapid change. 

The features can be softenings or hardenings of the spectrum, and appear as “knee–like” 
or “ankle–like” in the usual log–log graphic representation of the spectrum.
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The knee region by selected experiments
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Fits to the all-particle spectra in the knee region
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Table 1: Fits to the all–particle CR spectra in the energy range 8 · 104 to 2 · 109 GeV.

(a) Parameters for the first Knee.

Experiment Eb1 (PeV) ↵1 ↵2 w1

TALE 4.26 ± 1.65 2.76 ± 0.18 3.11 ± 0.07 0.07 ± 0.18
IceTop 3.30 ± 1.23 2.48 ± 0.08 3.12 ± 0.12 0.30 ± 0.46
Tunka–133 4.18 ± 0.83 2.76 ± 0.09 3.20 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.16
ARGO–YBJ/Tibet AS� 3.72 ± 0.03 2.66 ± 0.01 3.13 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.01
Kascade–Grande 2.10 ± 0.87 2.47 ± 0.04 3.16 ± 0.14 0.60 ± 0.51

(b) Parameters for the ankle feature.

Experiment Eb2 (PeV) ↵2 ↵3 w2

TALE 16.61 ± 8.36 3.11 ± 0.05 2.93 ± 0.05 0.07 ± 0.05
IceTop 18.66 ± 6.65 3.12 ± 0.12 2.92 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.05
Tunka–133 18.70 ± 3.88 3.20 ± 0.04 2.96 ± 0.05 0.17 ± 0.45
ARGO–YBJ/Tibet AS� 43.8 ± 4.81 3.13 ± 0.01 2.86 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.01
Kascade–Grande 18.01 ± 17.4 3.16 ± 0.14 2.83 ± 0.45 0.66 ± 1.74

(c) Parameters for the second Knee.

Experiment Eb3 (PeV) ↵3 ↵4 w3

TALE 104.5 ± 40.0 2.93 ± 0.05 3.18 ± 0.06 0.02 ± 0.02
IceTop 168.4 ± 17.4 2.92 ± 0.05 3.50 ± 0.40 0.25 ± 0.16
Tunka–133 238.2 ± 56.8 2.96 ± 0.05 3.34 ± 0.19 0.05 ± 0.50
Kascade–Grande 274.5 ± 122 2.83 ± 0.45 3.20 ± 0.13 2.47 ± 0.97
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Galactic CRs: mainstream interpretation
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• CRs below 1017 eV are predominantly Galactic.

• Standard paradigm: Galactic CRs accelerated 
in SN shocks via 10 order Fermi mechanism 

• Somehow released into the ISM, CRs are 
diffusively confined within a magnetized 
Galactic halo

• CRs reside from some time before escaping 
the Galaxy

• Galactic CRs are scrambled by galactic magnetic field over very long time 
➜ arrival direction mostly isotropic 
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diffusively confined within a magnetized 
Galactic halo

• CRs reside from some time before escaping 
the Galaxy

• Galactic CRs are scrambled by galactic magnetic field over very long time 
➜ arrival direction mostly isotropic 
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A = SNR
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• Standard paradigm: Galactic CRs accelerated 
in SN shocks via 10 order Fermi mechanism 

• Somehow released into the ISM, CRs are 
diffusively confined within a magnetized 
Galactic halo

• CRs reside from some time before escaping 
the Galaxy

• Galactic CRs are scrambled by galactic magnetic field over very long time 
➜ arrival direction mostly isotropic 

• Transition to extragalactic CRs occurs somewhere between 1017 and 1019 eV
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E-GB=?
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The ‘knee’ in the CR energy spectrum

9

Knee

• Why should we study CRs at the knee?
★ Eknee → most extreme Galactic accelerators of CR protons
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The ‘knee’ in the CR energy spectrum

9

Knee

 Something must 
happen here... 

We’d like galactic CR 
sources to accelerate (at 
least) up to that energy

We would like SNRs to be 
Galactic PeVatrons…!

• Why should we study CRs at the knee?
★ Eknee → most extreme Galactic accelerators of CR protons
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LSA energy dependence: IceCube/IceTop

10

Energy-Dependence

Large-scale (dipole) anisotropy has strong energy dependence
with phase-flip around 100 TeV.
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The origin of the ‘knee’

11

In 1961 B. Peters postulated a rigidity cutoff model. B. Peters, Nuovo Cimento 22 (1961) 800 

Origin and physics of the knee

45
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➜ Etotal (knee) ~ Z ⨉ R(knee)

• Not only does the spectrum become steeper due to such a cutoff but also heavier
• <A> should begin to decrease again for E > 30 x Eknee   100 PeV≈

Emax ≈ Ze ⋅ L ⋅ B

If Emax depends on B then p 
disappear first, then He, C, O, etc

Fe confined longer ➜ accelerated to higher energies

(p, E) = (Fe, 26 E)RL RL
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The standard model

12

Proton knee
 4 PeV ≈
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The standard model

12

Proton knee
 4 PeV ≈

2nd knee = Iron knee?
 4  26 PeV≈ ×

End of Galactic CRs?

Determining elemental composition in the knee energy region 
is crucial to understand where Galactic CR spectrum ends 
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Conflicting results: ARGO-YBJ and Tibet ASγ

13
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 (p+He) Energy Spectrum

ARGO-YBJ: the only experiment with (p+He) data 
starting from TeV → wide superposition with satellites!
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ARGO-YBJ: the only experiment with (p+He) data 
starting from TeV → wide superposition with satellites!

 800 TeV≈
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The ARGO-YBJ light knee
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Break energy =  

 
 

914 ± 260 TeV
α1 = 2.64 ± 0.01
α2 = 3.85 ± 0.48
w = 0.18 ± 0.14
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Knee region: quite confusing situation
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 All-particle and (p+He) energy spectra
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Maximum energy: in numbers…

16

Hillas criterium
Let’s go back to the results obtained for the electrostatic accelerator

Emax
t = qEL
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electric charge velocity

B-field
size

Emax
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K

velocity:  10∼magnetic field:  3∼ dimension:  3∼

Is Lagage&Cesarsky problem solved yet?

Hillas criterium
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well below the knee!!!
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few PeV

The only way is to increase B

→ magnetic field amplification 
at shocks (Bell, 2004)?

But can SNRs accelerate enough protons to the knee?

the only way is to increase B

How to solve the problem

shock

↝↝↝
Alfven speed

horribly oversimplified, for a proper treatment see Bell 2004
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Production mechanisms for gamma rays
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From particle to photon spectra

19

Hadronic:  proton spectrum  → p-p interaction → gamma-ray spectrum E−2 E−2

Leptonic:  electron spectrum  → inverse Compton scattering → gamma-ray spectrum E−2 E−1.5

E−δ
p,e → E−α

γ

α = δ

α =
δ + 1

2

α = δ
p-p interactions

bremsstrahlung

inverse Compton

Eγ ≈ 0.1 × Ep

Eγ ≈ Ee

Eγ ≈ 1( Ee

20 TeV )
2

TeV

Complex scenario: each source is individual and has a unique behaviour.
In general one expects a combination of leptonic and hadronic emission !

Multi-wavelength observations crucial but high energy spectra similar. 
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Complex scenario: each source is individual and has a unique behaviour.
In general one expects a combination of leptonic and hadronic emission !

Multi-wavelength observations crucial but high energy spectra similar. 

What is accelerated ? 
Electrons or Hadrons ?
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Data above 50 TeV are very important…

20

…to discriminate between Leptonic/Hadronic emission of photons

✦ Leptonic emission:

✦ Hadronic emission: 

π0 decay from proton/nuclei interactions with the ambient nuclei

1) Thomson regime             
          (ε = seed photon energy) 

Constant cross section: Thomson cross section 
Electron spectrum  

➜ Gamma ray spectrum ,  

Eeϵ ≪ 4m2
e

E−δ

E−α α =
δ + 1

2
2) Klein-Nishina regime 

The cross section decreases  
Photon index    
In case of CMB seed photons, the KN regime 
starts below 100 TeV

α = δ + 1
Gamma ray spectrum multiplied by E2 

β = -1.6 
β = -3.2 

Electron index α = -2.2 

 There is NO suppression at high energy as IC, unless the parent proton spectrum has a cutoff

Inverse Compton is suppressed by the Klein-Nishina effect
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…to discriminate between Leptonic/Hadronic emission of photons

✦ Leptonic emission:

✦ Hadronic emission: 

π0 decay from proton/nuclei interactions with the ambient nuclei

1) Thomson regime             
          (ε = seed photon energy) 

Constant cross section: Thomson cross section 
Electron spectrum  

➜ Gamma ray spectrum ,  

Eeϵ ≪ 4m2
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E−δ
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2
2) Klein-Nishina regime 

The cross section decreases  
Photon index    
In case of CMB seed photons, the KN regime 
starts below 100 TeV

α = δ + 1
Gamma ray spectrum multiplied by E2 

β = -1.6 
β = -3.2 

Electron index α = -2.2 

 There is NO suppression at high energy as IC, unless the parent proton spectrum has a cutoff

Inverse Compton is suppressed by the Klein-Nishina effect

Gamma ray astronomy above 50 TeV is a  

important tool to discover PeVatrons 

★A power law spectrum reaching 100 TeV without a cutoff  is a strong indication of the 
hadronic origin of the emission
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Knoedlseder 2016 γ’s produced by 
PeV protons
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LHAASO layout
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150 m

WFCTA

ED

MD

WCDA

• 1.3 km2 array, including 5195 scintillator detectors 1 m2 each, with 15 m spacing. 

• An overlapping 1 km2 array of 1171, underground water Cherenkov tanks 36 m2 each,  with 30 m 
spacing, for muon detection (total sensitive area ≈ 42,000 m2). 

• A close-packed, surface water Cherenkov detector facility with a total area of 80,000 m2. 

• 18 wide field-of-view air Cherenkov (and fluorescence) telescopes. 

• Neutron detectors
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The LHAASO site
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The experiment is located at 4400 m asl (600 g/cm2) in 
the Haizishan (Lakes’ Mountain) site, Sichuan province

Coordinates: 29º 21' 31’' N, 100º 08' 15’' E 

场地中心： 
29度21分30.7秒， 
                    100度08分14.65秒 
公路入口： 
29度21分32.76秒， 
                     100度07分43.03秒 
场地西边界： 
29度21分30.61秒， 
                     100度07分50.61秒 
场地东边界： 
29度21分30.68秒， 
                     100度08分38.73秒 
场地北边界： 
29度21分51.78秒， 
                     100度08分14.50秒 
场地南边界： 
29度21分9.54秒， 
                     100度08分14.73秒 
 
 

Beijing 

Chengdu 

Haizishan 

700 km to Chengdu
50 km to Daocheng City (3700 m asl, guest house)
10 km to the highest airport in the world
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | LHAASO sky map at energies above 100 TeV. The circles indicate the positions of known very-high-energy γ-ray sources.

LHAASO Coll., Nature 2021

LHAASO Sky >100 TeV with half array

24

1/2-KM2A  
11 months data
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Detection of >1 PeV photons from Crab
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Mechanism: Inverse Compton on 2.7 K CMBR: direct relation Ee ∼ 2.15(
Eγ

1 PeV )
0.77

First release: 8 July 2021  www.sciencemag.org  (Page numbers not final at time of first release) 12 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The Spectral Energy Distribution of the Crab Nebula. Panel A: The black curves represent the fluxes of 
the synchrotron and IC components of radiation of an electron population calculated within the one-zone model. 
The electron spectrum above 1 TeV is assumed to be a power-law function terminated by a super-exponential 
cutoff, E−α exp[−(E / E0)2]. The best fitting model parameters are: = 3.42 0.05α ± , 0.55

0 0.65= 2.15  PeVE +
− , 

15
13= 112  μGB +
− . The total energy in electrons above 1 TeV is 47= 7.7 10  ergeW × . A break in the electron spectrum 

at = 0.76 TeVbE  is assumed to provide a consistency with the GeV γ-ray and low-frequency synchrotron data 
(see supplementary text and fig. S6). The dark-grey and light-grey shaded regions show the 1σ and 3σ 
uncertainty regions, respectively. The purple and the magenta circles show the X-ray and the MeV emission of 
the Crab Nebula (29). The orange circles represent the Crab observations by Fermi-Large Area Telescope (LAT) 
in the non-flare state (3). The blue and red squares represent WCDA and KM2A measurements reported in this 
work. Panel B zooms into the fluxes above 10 TeV, plotted as E3dN/dE. The blue curve presents the log-parabola 
spectral fitting shown in in Fig. 3. Panel C, D and E show the 2-dimensional projected parameter spaces of the 
free parameters α, B and E0, with uncertainty regions indicated by the hatching shown in the legend. 
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Fig. 3. γ-ray flux of the Crab measured by LHAASO and spectral 
fitting. Panel A shows TeV to PeV γ-ray fluxes of the Crab plotted as 
EdN/dE. The red squares and blue squares are the spectral points 
measured using KM2A and WCDA, respectively. The spectral points 
above 100 TeV were obtained in the signal-dominated regime, with 89 
detected γ-rays and 2 events expected from CR induced (hadronic) air 
showers after the muon cuts. No events were detected in the 1.6 to 2.5 
PeV bin where an arrow indicates the flux upper limit at 90% confidence 
level. The purple line shows the fitting using a log-parabola (LP) model in 
the 0.3 TeV to 1.6 PeV interval (χ2 / dof: 9.3/14). For comparison, the 
black line shows the fitting using a simpler power-law (PL) model in the 
10 TeV to 1.6 PeV interval (χ2 / dof: 5.4/9). Also plotted are previous 
observations of the Crab by other facilities: High Energy Gamma Ray 
Astronomy (5), High Energy Stereoscopic System (17), Major 
Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov Telescope (4, 6), 
Astrophysical Radiation by Ground-based Observation at Yang Ba Jing 
(19), High Altitude Water Cherenkov Detector (7), Tibet Air Shower array 
(8). Panel B shows the energy-dependent local power-law index Γ 
derived by the log-parabola model fitting, as indicated by the purple 
band. For comparison, the black line shows the photon index 3.12 ± 0.03 
derived from the simpler power-law model fitting. Error bars represent 
one standard deviation. 
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  = 1.1 PeV  PeV  Eγ → Ee ∼ 2.5

Science, 373 (2021) 425

1~ 2 PeV photon per year

Electron accelerator over 22 energy decades 

http://english.ihep.cas.cn/lhaaso/index.html

LOGO

Standard candle measurement 

�Crab nebula observation to check the pointing, 
angular resolution, SED, sensitivity. 

WCDA˖>1 TeV KM2A˖>25 TeV KM2A˖>100 TeV
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0.9 PeV photon from the Crab
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Observed by 3 LHAASO detectors: WCDA, KM2A and WFCTA

Excellent Energy Intercalibration KM2A 

WFCTA 

First release: 8 July 2021  www.sciencemag.org  (Page numbers not final at time of first release) 9 
 

 
  

Fig. 1. The 0.88 PeV γ-ray event from the Crab recorded by the LHAASO detectors. In panel A, squares 
indicate the scintillator counters of KM2A, colored according to the logarithm of number of detected 
particles Ne (color bar). The open circles indicate the 11 Muon Detectors of KM2A triggered by the shower. 
The position of the core is indicated by the red arrow, which is orientated in the arrival direction of the primary 
photon. Panel B shows the map of WCDA detector units. The logarithm of the number of photoelectrons 
recorded in each unit is indicated by the color. The scale is represented by the color bar. On the southern 
side of WCDA is located Telescope-10 of WFCTA (black square) which also detected the event. Panel C shows 
the telescope FoV outlined by the dotted lines, while the dashed arcs indicate zenith angles of 20°, 30°, 40°, 
from right to left and dashed lines indicate azimuth angles of 175°, 200° counterclockwise. The shower 
image, composed of 11 pixels, started about 34° in zenith and stretched to the edge of the FoV at 38°. The 
color scale shows the logarithm of the number of photoelectrons in each pixel. The main axis of the image in 
the FoV of the telescope indicates the shower-telescope-plane which is consistent with the event direction 
(indicated by the red cross in panel C) reconstructed using KM2A. The green line in panel A is the intersection 
of the shower plane and the ground, which is consistent with the shower core. 
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LHAASO: -ray sources above 100 TeVγ

27

• High statistical significance: >7σ 
• High statistics: 543 HE photons vs 65 CR bkg 
• High flux at 100 TeV 
• Maximum energy: 1.4 PeV

Nature 594: 33-36 (2021) 

2 | Nature | www.nature.com

Article

the slope of the tangent. For all three spectra, the log-parabola fits 
are preferred over simple power-law fits. The gradual steepening of 
multi-hundred-teraelectronvolt γ-rays is partly due to the γ–γ absorp-
tion that occurs during their interactions with the diffuse far-infrared 
and microwave radiation fields. However, as follows from Fig. 1, for 
all sources the effect of absorption appears to be small, even at the 
highest energies. These results demonstrate the capability of KM2A 
for spectral measurements of sharply declining γ-ray fluxes. This 
achievement is the result of the combination of: (i) a 1-km2 detection 
area providing adequate UHE photon statistics; (ii) suppression of the 
CR background at the level of 10−5, enabling background-free detec-
tion of γ-rays; and (iii) an energy resolution of <20% constraining the 
spillover that mainly occurs in the neighbouring energy channels with 
a width of ∆(logE) = 0.2.

In Fig. 1, we show also the significance maps of γ-rays with E ≥ 25 TeV. 
The two-dimensional images of these sources extend to at least 1°, 
implying that γ-ray emitters occupy huge (≥104 pc3) regions in the 
Galactic plane. Although γ-ray emission itself indicates the presence 
of active or recent particle accelerators inside or in the proximity of 
γ-ray-emitting regions, the localization and identification of particle 
accelerators is not a trivial task and requires deep theoretical and phe-
nomenological studies based on comprehensive multi-wavelength 
data.

Not surprisingly, in the vicinity of the extended UHE sources, one can 
find potential counterparts for both the γ-ray production regions and 
the nearby particle accelerators (see Extended Data Table 2). The list 
includes candidates that are potentially responsible for the electron and 
proton PeVatrons in the Milky Way: pulsars and pulsar wind nebulae, 
supernova remnants and young massive star clusters. Detailed studies 
of the spectral and morphological features of UHE sources and their 
astrophysical implications are beyond the scope of this paper. The 
results of in-depth studies of individual LHAASO sources, including the 
data from both WCDA and KM2A, acquired over three decades from 
1 TeV to 1 PeV, will be published elsewhere. Here we limit the discussion 
to a few general comments on the origin of the UHE radiation.

The only firmly identified source in Table 1 is the Crab Nebula, a repre-
sentative of pulsar wind nebulae, one of the largest nonthermal source 
populations in our Galaxy. The Crab Nebula is a peculiar pulsar wind 
nebula. It differs from other members of this source population by the 
Crab pulsar’s huge spin-down luminosity, L0 ≈ 5 × 1038 erg s−1, compact 
size (a few parsecs) and large nebular magnetic field, B ≈ 100 µG. The 
latter makes the conversion of the energy of relativistic electrons to 
inverse Compton γ-rays inefficient, as low as 0.01%. Yet, thanks to the 

large spin-down luminosity, the Crab Nebula is a luminous γ-ray source. 
The rotational powers of other pulsars are smaller by orders of magni-
tude. On the other hand, the magnetic field strength in the surrounding 
nebulae is typically smaller than 10 µG. This dramatically enhances the 
γ-ray production efficiency, which scales as B−2, and thus compensates 
for the relatively modest rotational power of pulsars. On the basis of 
such arguments, pulsar wind nebulae have been predicted, and later 
established, as a prolific teraelectronvolt γ-ray source population9.

The size of a pulsar wind nebula is determined by the region in which 
electrons, being accelerated at the termination shock, advect with the 
nebular flow. Typically, it varies between a few to 10 parsecs. These 
hydrodynamical (usually asymmetric) formations are enveloped by 
larger and more regular structures consisting of relativistic electrons 
and positrons that have already left the nebula and propagate diffu-
sively in the interstellar medium9. The spectrum and energy-dependent 
morphology of γ-rays depend on the character of propagation of elec-
trons10,11; therefore, it can be used to measure the diffusion coefficient 
in the interstellar medium9,12. It has been argued13,14 that a considerable 
fraction of the extended multi-teraelectronvolt γ-ray sources detected 
by HAWC are linked to these giant ‘halos’. This could be also the case for 
some of the LHAASO sources that presumably host energetic pulsars 
(see Extended Data Table 2).

A possible realization of this scenario is demonstrated in Extended 
Data Fig. 5 for LHAASO J1908+0621. It is assumed that electrons 
are injected with a rate that closely follows the time history of the 
spin-down luminosity of the pulsar PSR J1907+0602, receiving a 
constant 6% of the spin-down power. The γ-ray spectral points with 
energies from gigaelectronvolt to several hundred teraelectronvolts 
could be explained by a power-law spectrum of accelerated electrons 
with index αe = 1.75, and a super-exponential cutoff at E0 = 0.8 PeV (see 
Methods). Although acceleration at the wind termination shock could, 
in principle, boost the energy of electrons to 1 PeV, their escape from 
the acceleration site and further propagation over distances of tens of 
parsecs is a challenge. Alternatively, UHE γ-rays can be explained by 
interactions of protons with the ambient gas through the production 
and decay of π0 mesons. If the reported fluxes at gigaelectronvolt and 
teraelectronvolt energies are linked to the UHE source, it is difficult to 
fit the spectral points in the entire gigaelectronvolt–petaelectronvolt 
energy range of γ-rays using, for example, a simple power law with an 
exponential cutoff or broken-power-law proton spectra. However, a 
more complex spectral distribution—for example, a broken power 
law with an exponential cutoff—can fit the data (see Methods and 
Extended Data Fig. 5). The production of hadronic UHE γ-rays can 

Table 1 | UHE γ-ray sources

Source name RA (°) dec. (°) Significance above 100 TeV (×σ) Emax (PeV) Flux at 100 TeV (CU)

LHAASO J0534+2202 83.55 22.05 17.8 0.88 ± 0.11 1.00(0.14)

LHAASO J1825-1326 276.45 −13.45 16.4 0.42 ± 0.16 3.57(0.52)

LHAASO J1839-0545 279.95 −5.75 7.7 0.21 ± 0.05 0.70(0.18)

LHAASO J1843-0338 280.75 −3.65 8.5 − +0.26 0.10 0.16 0.73(0.17)

LHAASO J1849-0003 282.35 −0.05 10.4 0.35 ± 0.07 0.74(0.15)

LHAASO J1908+0621 287.05 6.35 17.2 0.44 ± 0.05 1.36(0.18)

LHAASO J1929+1745 292.25 17.75 7.4 − +0.71 0.07 0.16 0.38(0.09)

LHAASO J1956+2845 299.05 28.75 7.4 0.42 ± 0.03 0.41(0.09)

LHAASO J2018+3651 304.75 36.85 10.4 0.27 ± 0.02 0.50(0.10)

LHAASO J2032+4102 308.05 41.05 10.5 1.42 ± 0.13 0.54(0.10)

LHAASO J2108+5157 317.15 51.95 8.3 0.43 ± 0.05 0.38(0.09)

LHAASO J2226+6057 336.75 60.95 13.6 0.57 ± 0.19 1.05(0.16)

Celestial coordinates (RA, dec.); statistical significance of detection above 100 TeV (calculated using a point-like template for the Crab Nebula and LHAASO J2108+5157 and 0.3° extension 
templates for the other sources); the corresponding differential photon fluxes at 100 TeV; and detected highest photon energies. Errors are estimated as the boundary values of the area that 
contains ±34.14% of events with respect to the most probable value of the event distribution. In most cases, the distribution is a Gaussian and the error is 1σ.

SNRs are likely not the main sources of PeV CRs in our galaxy.

No young SNRs (Cas A, Tycho) 

None of these sources can be clearly described with hadronic mechanisms operating in SNR 
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Residual CR background >100 TeV and exposure

28

Extended Data Table 1 | Number of on-source events of energy >100 TeV, residual CR background events and corresponding 
exposure time for the 12 UHE sources

Above 400 TeV, KM2A measures γ-rays essentially background-free
CR rejection power  at 100 TeV and  at 1 PeV10−4 10−5
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Muon-poor technique
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Cosmic ray rate before cut

Gamma-ray rate
Cosmic ray rate after cut

γ/P discrimination

ED MD
Gamma-ray 
E=194 TeV

Proton 
E=129 TeV

Geant4 based

γ-ray event

Impressive background rejection capability!

10-5!!

Detection rate of the full KM2A array

Science, 373 (2021) 425
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LHAASO-KM2A 

30
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KM2A Energy and Angular Resolutions

31

★ θ<20°:   24% @ 20 TeV,  13% at 100 TeV 

★ 0.25  – 0.30  at 100 TeV∘ ∘

Chinese Physics C 45: 025002  (2021)

Very important to measure cutoffs of PeVatrons!
http://english.ihep.cas.cn/lhaaso/index.html

LOGO

Angular and Energy resolution

z 0.25º~0.3º@ 100TeV

Chinese Physics C 45˖025002 (2021) 

z13%~35% @ 100 TeV

100TeV

http://english.ihep.cas.cn/lhaaso/index.html

LOGO

Angular and Energy resolution

z 0.25º~0.3º@ 100TeV

Chinese Physics C 45˖025002 (2021) 

z13%~35% @ 100 TeV

100TeV

∘
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Opening the PeV -ray sky to observationsγ

32

This achievement is the result of the combination of: 
(1)  a 1-km2 detection area providing adequate UHE photon statistics; 
(2)  suppression of the CR background at the level of 10−5, enabling background-free 

detection of γ-rays above 100 TeV; 
(3) KM2A - PSF:  25’ at 20 TeV 12’ at 100 TeV;
(4) an energy resolution of <20% constraining the spillover that mainly occurs in the 

neighbouring energy channels with a width of ∆(logE) = 0.2. 

• background-free detection of extended 1 deg sources 
of >100 TeV

• gamma-rays of strength 0.1 Crab by KM2A with a 
rate 1 ph/100 h

• Exposure/year: >2000 km2 hr (CTA: 100 km2hr)
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SEDs of 3 most powerful sources

33

Fit with log-parabola function    with    ( E
10 TeV )

−a−b⋅log( E
10 TeV )

Γ(E) = a + b ⋅ log(E)

Very steep spectra  Γ ≈ 3

Nature | www.nature.com | 3

be realized in a scenario in which the accelerated particles have left 
their acceleration site (for example, a supernova remnant) and have 
entered nearby high-density clouds15. The energy spectrum of protons 
approaching the clouds depends not only on the initial (acceleration) 
spectrum but also on the propagation (energy-dependent) timescales 
of CRs and on the distances to the clouds. Therefore, one may indeed 
expect unusual energy distributions of CRs inside the clouds16. In this 
scenario, the middle-aged supernova remnant SNR G40.5-0.5, over-
lapping with the image of LHAASO J1908+0621, could play the role 
of the particle accelerator. It is too old to be a multi-teraelectronvolt 
γ-ray emitter itself, but CR protons and nuclei accelerated at the early 
epochs of this supernova remnant can initiate high-energy emis-
sion in the surrounding clouds. If confirmed, this would be the first 
strong evidence of acceleration of petaelectronvolt protons by an 
supernova remnant.

Although supernova remnants remain prime candidates as sup-
pliers of Galactic CRs, massive stars with powerful winds have been 
proposed as a viable alternative to supernova remnants17,18, primarily as 
contributors to the ‘knee’ region around 1 PeV. A preference for young 
massive star clusters as proton PeVatrons over supernova remnants 
has recently been argued in the context of the 1/r-type (where r is the 
distance from the cluster) spatial distributions of parent protons, 
derived from the observations of extended teraelectronvolt γ-ray 
sources associated with luminous stellar clusters, in particular with 
Cygnus OB219. The positional coincidence of LHAASO J2032+4102 
with the Cygnus Cocoon that surrounds Cygnus OB2, and with pho-
tons exceeding 1 PeV emitted from it, can be treated as evidence of 
the operation of massive stars as hadronic PeVatrons. The leptonic 
(inverse Compton) origin of radiation can be excluded because of the 
lack of brightening of the γ-ray image towards Cygnus OB2. A decisive 
test for the acceleration of protons, presumably via collisions of the 
stellar winds, and continuous injection into the circumstellar medium 
over million-year timescales, would be the derivation of hard injec-
tion spectra and a radial dependence of the density of UHE protons. 
Adequate photon statistics provided by LHAASO for spectrometric 

and morphological studies of this object, which is located in a rather 
complex region crowded by several competing sources, is foreseen 
for the coming 1–2 years.

Regardless of the nature of objects associated with the UHE sources, 
the photons detected by LHAASO far beyond 100 TeV prove the exist-
ence of Galactic PeVatrons. Moreover, it is likely that the Milky Way is 
full of these perfectly designed particle accelerators. The acceleration 
of protons to petaelectronvolt energies requires extreme physical 
conditions, representing a challenge for any Galactic source popula-
tion, including supernova remnants and young massive star clusters, 
as suspected major contributors to Galactic CRs. Pulsar wind nebu-
lae as potential (in fact, the only feasible) electron PeVatrons in our 
Galaxy require even more extreme theoretical speculations. The 12 
UHE sources reported here, detected at about 1 CU, reveal only the 
tip of the iceberg. In the coming years, observations with LHAASO will 
reduce the flux detection threshold by at least an order of magnitude. 
This will dramatically increase the number of UHE sources and, at the 
same time, provide high-quality energy spectra and the morphology of 
UHE sources in the flux range of 1 CU. Extension of the spectra without 
an indication of a cutoff beyond several petaelectronvolts would not 
only robustly identify the hadronic origin of the UHE γ radiation but, 
more importantly, would reveal the sites of super-PeVatrons, the CR 
factories in the Milky Way responsible for the locally observed flux of 
CRs well above the ‘knee’.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting sum-
maries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, 
acknowledgements, peer review information; details of author contri-
butions and competing interests; and statements of data and code avail-
ability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03498-z.

1. Aloisio, R., Coccia, E. & Vissani, F. (eds) Multiple Messengers and Challenges in 
Astroparticle Physics (Springer, 2018).
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Fig. 1 | Spectral energy distributions and significance maps. a–c, Data are 
shown for LHAASO J2226+6057 (a), LHAASO J1908+0621 (b), and LHAASO 
J1825-1326 (c). Spectral fits with a log-parabola function (solid lines) in the form 
of [E/(10 TeV)]−a − blog[E/(10 TeV)] are compared with the power-law fits E−Γ for: a = 1.56, 
b = 0.88 and Γ = 3.01 (a); a = 2.27, b = 0.46 and Γ = 2.89 (b); and a = 0.92, b = 1.19 
and Γ = 3.36 (c). The dotted curves correspond to the log-parabola fits 
corrected for the interstellar γ−γ absorption (see Methods for the radiation 
fields and Extended Data Fig. 6 for the opacity curves). The comparison of the 
power-law (PL) model and the log-parabola (LOG) model with the Akaike 
Information Criterion20 (AIC) gives: AICLOG = 12.3 and AICPL = 24.4 for LHAASO 
J2226+6057; AICLOG = 15.1 and AICPL = 30.1 for LHAASO J1908+0621; and 

AICLOG = 11.6 and AICPL = 14.8 for LHAASO J1825-1326. The insets show the 
significance maps of the three sources, obtained for γ-rays above 25 TeV. The 
colour bars show the square root of test statistics (TS), which is equivalent to 
the significance. The significance ( TS) maps are smoothed with the 
Gaussian-type point spread function (PSF) of each source. The size of PSFs (68% 
contamination regions) are shown at the bottom right of each map. We note 
that the PSFs of the three sources are slightly different owing to different 
inclination angles. Namely, the 68% contamination angles are 0.49° for 
LHAASO J2226+6057, 0.45° for LHAASO J1908+0621 and 0.62° for LHAASO 
J1825-1326. Error bars represent one standard deviation.

>25 TeV >25 TeV >25 TeV

unattenuated flux

Γ ≈ 3.01 Γ ≈ 2.89 Γ ≈ 3.36

Klein-Nishina regime???
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The first SNR as PeVatron?

34

Nature | www.nature.com | 3

be realized in a scenario in which the accelerated particles have left 
their acceleration site (for example, a supernova remnant) and have 
entered nearby high-density clouds15. The energy spectrum of protons 
approaching the clouds depends not only on the initial (acceleration) 
spectrum but also on the propagation (energy-dependent) timescales 
of CRs and on the distances to the clouds. Therefore, one may indeed 
expect unusual energy distributions of CRs inside the clouds16. In this 
scenario, the middle-aged supernova remnant SNR G40.5-0.5, over-
lapping with the image of LHAASO J1908+0621, could play the role 
of the particle accelerator. It is too old to be a multi-teraelectronvolt 
γ-ray emitter itself, but CR protons and nuclei accelerated at the early 
epochs of this supernova remnant can initiate high-energy emis-
sion in the surrounding clouds. If confirmed, this would be the first 
strong evidence of acceleration of petaelectronvolt protons by an 
supernova remnant.

Although supernova remnants remain prime candidates as sup-
pliers of Galactic CRs, massive stars with powerful winds have been 
proposed as a viable alternative to supernova remnants17,18, primarily as 
contributors to the ‘knee’ region around 1 PeV. A preference for young 
massive star clusters as proton PeVatrons over supernova remnants 
has recently been argued in the context of the 1/r-type (where r is the 
distance from the cluster) spatial distributions of parent protons, 
derived from the observations of extended teraelectronvolt γ-ray 
sources associated with luminous stellar clusters, in particular with 
Cygnus OB219. The positional coincidence of LHAASO J2032+4102 
with the Cygnus Cocoon that surrounds Cygnus OB2, and with pho-
tons exceeding 1 PeV emitted from it, can be treated as evidence of 
the operation of massive stars as hadronic PeVatrons. The leptonic 
(inverse Compton) origin of radiation can be excluded because of the 
lack of brightening of the γ-ray image towards Cygnus OB2. A decisive 
test for the acceleration of protons, presumably via collisions of the 
stellar winds, and continuous injection into the circumstellar medium 
over million-year timescales, would be the derivation of hard injec-
tion spectra and a radial dependence of the density of UHE protons. 
Adequate photon statistics provided by LHAASO for spectrometric 

and morphological studies of this object, which is located in a rather 
complex region crowded by several competing sources, is foreseen 
for the coming 1–2 years.

Regardless of the nature of objects associated with the UHE sources, 
the photons detected by LHAASO far beyond 100 TeV prove the exist-
ence of Galactic PeVatrons. Moreover, it is likely that the Milky Way is 
full of these perfectly designed particle accelerators. The acceleration 
of protons to petaelectronvolt energies requires extreme physical 
conditions, representing a challenge for any Galactic source popula-
tion, including supernova remnants and young massive star clusters, 
as suspected major contributors to Galactic CRs. Pulsar wind nebu-
lae as potential (in fact, the only feasible) electron PeVatrons in our 
Galaxy require even more extreme theoretical speculations. The 12 
UHE sources reported here, detected at about 1 CU, reveal only the 
tip of the iceberg. In the coming years, observations with LHAASO will 
reduce the flux detection threshold by at least an order of magnitude. 
This will dramatically increase the number of UHE sources and, at the 
same time, provide high-quality energy spectra and the morphology of 
UHE sources in the flux range of 1 CU. Extension of the spectra without 
an indication of a cutoff beyond several petaelectronvolts would not 
only robustly identify the hadronic origin of the UHE γ radiation but, 
more importantly, would reveal the sites of super-PeVatrons, the CR 
factories in the Milky Way responsible for the locally observed flux of 
CRs well above the ‘knee’.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting sum-
maries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, 
acknowledgements, peer review information; details of author contri-
butions and competing interests; and statements of data and code avail-
ability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03498-z.

1. Aloisio, R., Coccia, E. & Vissani, F. (eds) Multiple Messengers and Challenges in 
Astroparticle Physics (Springer, 2018).
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Fig. 1 | Spectral energy distributions and significance maps. a–c, Data are 
shown for LHAASO J2226+6057 (a), LHAASO J1908+0621 (b), and LHAASO 
J1825-1326 (c). Spectral fits with a log-parabola function (solid lines) in the form 
of [E/(10 TeV)]−a − blog[E/(10 TeV)] are compared with the power-law fits E−Γ for: a = 1.56, 
b = 0.88 and Γ = 3.01 (a); a = 2.27, b = 0.46 and Γ = 2.89 (b); and a = 0.92, b = 1.19 
and Γ = 3.36 (c). The dotted curves correspond to the log-parabola fits 
corrected for the interstellar γ−γ absorption (see Methods for the radiation 
fields and Extended Data Fig. 6 for the opacity curves). The comparison of the 
power-law (PL) model and the log-parabola (LOG) model with the Akaike 
Information Criterion20 (AIC) gives: AICLOG = 12.3 and AICPL = 24.4 for LHAASO 
J2226+6057; AICLOG = 15.1 and AICPL = 30.1 for LHAASO J1908+0621; and 

AICLOG = 11.6 and AICPL = 14.8 for LHAASO J1825-1326. The insets show the 
significance maps of the three sources, obtained for γ-rays above 25 TeV. The 
colour bars show the square root of test statistics (TS), which is equivalent to 
the significance. The significance ( TS) maps are smoothed with the 
Gaussian-type point spread function (PSF) of each source. The size of PSFs (68% 
contamination regions) are shown at the bottom right of each map. We note 
that the PSFs of the three sources are slightly different owing to different 
inclination angles. Namely, the 68% contamination angles are 0.49° for 
LHAASO J2226+6057, 0.45° for LHAASO J1908+0621 and 0.62° for LHAASO 
J1825-1326. Error bars represent one standard deviation.

>25 TeV

unattenuated flux

Γ ≈ 2.89

LHAASO J1908+0621 = SNR G40.5-0.5 + GMC ? 

Highest energy photon 0.45 PeV => Ep > 2 PeV 

confirmation of association with G40.5-0.5 would be 
the first evidence of a SNR operating as PeVatron

soon LHAASO will announce detection of UHE γ-rays from W51 and γCygni 
=> new developments are anticipated with exciting implications

One of the most intriguing sources in the Galactic plane. 
MGRO J1908+06 spatially associates with an IceCube 
hotspot of neutrino emission. Although the hotspot is not 
significant yet, this suggests a possible hadronic origin of 
the observed gamma-ray radiation.
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Potential TeV counterparts

35

Article
Extended Data Table 2 | List of energetic astrophysical objects possibly associated with each LHAASO source

The properties of pulsars are retrieved from the ATNF pulsar catalogue36 or as specified. 
aCharacteristic age of pulsars. 
bPresent spindown luminosity of pulsars. 
cNearby teraelectronvolt sources within 1° of the centre of the LHAASO source, according to http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/ (ref. 36). 
dFrom ref. 37. 
eFrom ref. 38. 
fFrom ref. 39. 
gFrom ref. 40. 
hFrom ref. 41. 
iFrom ref. 42. 
jFrom ref. 43. 
kFrom ref. 44. 
lFrom ref. 45. 
mFrom ref. 46. 
nFrom ref. 47. 
oFrom ref. 50. 
pFrom ref. 51.

The only firmly identified source is the Crab Nebula 
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LHAASO and ASTRI/CTA

36

The LHAASO angular resolution at PeV is about 0.2 deg

Crab apart, the majority of remaining sources represent diffuse -ray structures with 
angular extensions up to 1º, and all of them are located along the Galactic plane

γ

LHAASO has not observed PeVatrons but ‘regions’ emitting PeV gamma rays!

We need to improve the angular resolution to identify the emission zones.

Strong complementarity with Cherenkov Telescopes to improve the source identification

In addition, the effective area must increase of a factor of 10 
because Super-PeVatrons emitting photons up to the 10 PeV range 
are expected, in particular in the South!

Homework for SWGO!
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ASTRI is arriving!

37

ASTRI combined with LHAASO would be the most powerful 
tool for UHE gamma-ray astronomy in the coming years!

Talk by Giuliani

S. Vercellone 2022

Observations of ASTRI&CTA and eROSITA could be very helpful in localisation 
of PeVatrons inside the LHAASO UHE gamma-ray sources with high precision

ASTRI very important for precise identification of 
PeV sources and information about their morphology 
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The max photon energy event

38

1044 events >1.4 PeV within 1° 
2.7x10-7 according to muon-content

• 1.42±0.13 PeV from the Cygnus region 
• Chance probability due to cosmic ray background 0.028%

Nature 594: 33-36 (2021) 
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The Cygnus Cocoon by ARGO

39

The Cygnus Cocoon is a superbubble surrounding 
a region of OB2 massive star formation

The Fermi/LAT view in the 10-100 GeV band

Science 334 (2011) 1103

The Cocoon, which seems to be related to the combination of 
many powerful SNR and stellar-wind shocks, has been detected 
at TeV energies by ARGO-YBJ for the first time.  

ApJ 790 (2014) 152

!"#$%&%'()*+,(-*

This observation confirms a long-standing hypothesis that massive-star 
forming regions can accelerate particles to relativistic energies.

Spectrum of ARGO J2031+4157: 

Combined Fermi-LAT&ARGO spectrum: 

dN
dE

∝ E−2.62±0.27

dN
dE

∝ E−2.16±0.04
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The Cygnus Cocoon by HAWC up to 200 TeV
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Figure 1: Significance map of the Cocoon region before and after subtraction of the known sources at

the region. Left: Significance map of the Cocoon region. The significance map is in Galactic coordinates

where b and l refers to latitude and longitude. It is produced as described in 11 with 0.5° extended disk

source assumption and a spectral index of -2.6 using 1343 days of HAWC data. The blue contours are four

annuli centered at the OB2 association as listed in Supplementary Table 2. The green contour is the region

of interest (ROI) used for the study which masks the bright source 2HWC J2019+367. Right: Significance

map of the Cocoon region after subtracting HAWC J2031+415 (PWN) and 2HWC J2020+403 (� Cygni).

The map is made assuming a 0.5° extended disk source and a spectral index of -2.6 with 1343 days of

HAWC data. The lighter and darker blue dashed lines are 0.16, 0.24 and 0.32 photons/(0.1° by 0.1° spatial

bin) contours from Fermi-LAT Cocoon 10.

6

The TeV measurements provide direct evidence that the Cygnus 
Cocoon accelerates CR protons above 100 TeV. 

The leptonic origin of the γ-ray radiation is disfavored, as uniquely 
responsible for the GeV and TeV flux observed.

The measured flux is likely originated by hadronic interactions.

Power law spectrum

extended region of �-ray emission detected at GeV energies by Fermi-LAT 10. Another source,

2HWC J2020+403, possibly associated with the � Cygni SNR, lies 2.36° away from the center of

the 2HWC J2031+415.

Using 1343 days of measurements with HAWC, we successfully removed the contribution

of the overlapping sources to the TeV �-ray emission in the ROI shown in Fig. 1. The 2HWC

J2031+415 emission is well described by two sources: HAWC J2031+415 (at RA = 307.90° ±

0.04°, Dec = 41.51° ± 0.04°), a slightly extended source with a Gaussian width of 0.27°, possibly

associated with the PWN TeV J2032+4130 12, 13, and HAWC J2030+409, a VHE counterpart of the

GeV Cygnus Cocoon 10 (see Methods). The region after subtraction of HAWC J2031+415 (PWN)

and 2HWC J2020+403 (� Cygni) is shown in Fig. 1.

HAWC J2030+409, contributes ⇠ 90% to the total flux detected at the ROI and is detected

with test statistics, TS (likelihood ratio test), of 195.2 (see Equation 1) at the position (RA =

307.65° ± 0.30°, Dec = 40.93° ± 0.26°). The extension is well described by a Gaussian profile

with width of 2.13° ± 0.15°(stat.) ± 0.06°(syst.). The location and the Gaussian width of the
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Extension: 2.13° ± 0.15°(stat.) ± 0.06°(syst.)
1343 days of measurements
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Figure 2: Spectral energy distribution of the gamma-ray emission and cosmic ray (CR) density at the

Cocoon region. Left: Spectral energy distribution of the Cocoon measured by different �-ray instruments.

Here, �� is the �-ray flux which is given by E2
� ⇥

dN

dE�

and E� is �-ray energy. Blue circles are the spectral

measurements for the Cocoon in this study. The errors on the flux points are the 1� statistical errors. At low

TeV energy, HAWC data agree with the measurements by the ARGO observatory shown in grey squares 14.

The red and grey circles are the Fermi-LAT flux points published in 15 and 10 respectively. The grey triangles

are the Fermi-LAT analysis from 19. The thick grey solid and dashed lines are �-ray spectra derived from

the hadronic modeling of the region. The leptonic modeling is provided in Extended Data Fig. 1. Right:

CR density profile calculated for four rings (([0:15], [15:29], [29:44] and [44:55]) pc) centered at the OB2

association. The Green circles are the CR density derived above 10 TeV using HAWC �-ray data. The Y

errors are the statistical errors and the X error bars are width of the X bins. The orange and the blue lines are

the 1/r (signature of the continuous particle injection) and constant (signature of the burst injection) profiles

respectively, calculated by assuming a spherical symmetry for the �-ray emission region and averaging the

density profile over the line of sight within the emission region. The black dashed line is the local CR density

above 10 TeV based on the AMS measurements 18. The black triangles are the CR density above 100 GeV

from 19.

9

HAWC Coll., Nature (2021)
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Radial distribution of CR density
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-ray luminosities of CR protonsγ
Radial distribution of CR protons

in extended regions around Cygnus Cocoon, Westerlund 1 Cocoon and in the CMZ of the Galactic Center 

The density of CR protons responsible for γ-rays, declines as 1/r  up 
to ≈50 pc from the stellar clusters Cyg OB2 and Westerlund 1.

1/r  continuous accelerator!→

F. Aharonian et al., Nature 2018
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Massive Stars as PeVatrons
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The 1/r decrement of the CR density with the distance from the star cluster is a 
distinct signature of continuous injection of CRs and their diffusion through ISM. 

The analysis of γ-ray data show that the hard energy spectra of parent protons 
continue up to 1 PeV, and the efficiency of conversion of kinetic energy of 
powerful stellar winds can be as high as 10%. 

This implies that the population of young massive stars can provide production of 
CRs at a rate of up to  1041 erg/s, which is sufficient to support the flux of Galactic 
CRs without invoking other source populations.

∼

What do we expect ?
1/r            ➔ continuous source
1/r2          ➔ wind or ballistic motion
constant  ➔ burst like source
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What’s next?
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After the observation of more than 15 γ-sources above 100 TeV in the Northern hemisphere, 
an all-sky detector in the Southern hemisphere should be a high priority! 

We expect Super-PeVatrons well beyond the PeV in the Inner Galaxy! 

→ we need a detector able to measure energy spectra up to 10 PeV

2 different approaches: 

 7

A straw mans design: 
Realistic & Ambitious

CORSIKA  &
Simple Detectors 

SGSO Detector Response 
at 5km above sea-level

HAWC
 performance

Size & Fill factor

SWGO: HAWC-based layout with 
only water Cherenkov detectors 

STACEX observatory Fernandez Gonzalo RodriguezAverage number of Muons  

Production & Detector Hits
Remove EM Punch-through → distance to core > 20 m

Figure 5: Number of muons (i) in the shower;
(ii) in a continuous 150⇥150 m2 detector; (iii) in
a 10⇥10 array. The triangles show the number of
muons detected by excluding an area with a 20 m
radius around the shower core.

Geant4 simulation → Muon layouts
150 m

1
5
0
 m

10x10 detectors
1.8 x 1.8 m2

Separation=15m

Figure 6: Muon detector layouts studied in this
work.

A very large muon detector is needed to reduce the sampling fluctuations. Indeed, only ⇡3
muons inside a 150⇥150 m2 area around the shower core is expected in 1 TeV proton-induced
showers, see Fig. 5.

In this work we studied the CR background rejection using 2 di�erent muon detector layouts
(Fig. 6): (1) a continuous muon detector below the RPC carpet with a total area of 22,500 m2;
(2) a 10⇥10 array of LHAASO-like water tanks with a total area of 3,600 m2. In both cases the
detectors are buried under 2.5 m of soil to reduce the punch-through probability by high energy
secondary particles. As a consequence, the muon energy threshold is 1 GeV. To further reduce the
contamination in the analysis we exclude the muon detectors inside a circular area with 20 m radius
around the reconstructed shower core position. As you can see from the Fig. 7, according to the
characteristics of the muon lateral distribution, the number of muons lost is very small (see also
Fig. 5). In Fig. 8 the number of muons detected by a 150⇥150 m2 continuous muon detector for
proton- and photon-induced showers is shown as a function of the strip multiplicity We reject the
CR background according to a selection cut removing showers with a muon content bigger than a
value determined to optimize the sensitivity as a function of the multiplicity. The fraction of the
photons and protons surviving the selection cut as a function of the number of strips is shown in
Fig. 9. With the cuts determined by a simple ???? neural ???? procedure above 104 fired strips we
reject the proton background at a level of 10�??????? with nearly 100% of photons surviving.

The so-called ’Q-factor’ parameter (& = nW/
p
n⇠'), where nW is the fraction of photons

retained after the selection cut and n⇠' the fraction of CR background events surviving the cut, is
shown in Fig. 10 as a function of the primary energy for the 2 investigated muon detector layouts.
Calculations are still very preliminary but these results show that the background-free regime could
start at a few tens of TeV.

In Fig. 11 the sensitivity of STACEX is compared to that of other projects and experiments. As
discussed in this work, the crucial point in studying gamma-ray astronomy with air shower arrays
is the background rejection via the muon-poor technique. We reported evidence that a 150⇥150 m2

hybrid array with a coverage of ⇠90% could detect electromagnetic and muonic component with

5

STACEX: RPC carpet above a water 
Cherenkov pond for muon detection + 

scintillator array to have statistics at PeV 

Much smaller full coverage core detector
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SWGO:  a water Cherenkov based array
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STACEX
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RPC carpet

2.4 m soil

Water Cherenkov pond

1.2 m water
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Recent findings by the LHAASO experiment are opening a new window, that of the PeV sky, to the

observation of the electromagnetic spectrum. Several astronomical objects emitting gamma-rays

at energies well above 100 TeV have been observed with the LHAASO-KM2 array of scintillators

and muon detectors, clearly demonstrating the feasibility of gamma-ray astronomy up to PeV

energies. An all-sky gamma-ray detector in the Southern Hemisphere, operating in the GeV-PeV

range, could complement LHAASO observations, monitor the Inner Galaxy and the Galactic

Center looking for PeVatrons. As shown by LHAASO, a water-Cherenkov based detector is not

well suited to measure the energy spectrum up to the PeV range, nor to reach the advisable 100 GeV

threshold. The ARGO-YBJ experiment, operated for many years at 4300 m a.s.l. with an energy

threshold of about 300 GeV, demonstrated, on the contrary, the capability of a carpet of Resistive

Plate Chambers (RPCs) to fully reconstruct showers starting from the GeV range up to about 10

PeV. In this contribution we propose a hybrid detector made of a layer of RPCs on top of a water

Cherenkov facility devoted to the detection of muons for the selection of gamma-induced showers

by the muon-poor technique. We present the layout and discuss the expected performance.
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Few muons at low energy →  full coverage  pond to 
increase the bkg rejection capability at lower energies.

22,000 m2

A water Cherenkov pond
water Cherenkov detector LHAASO-like

1.2 m of water + 8’’ PMT downward
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Sensitivity of the “core” detector
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Preliminary!

Bkg-free regime starts at 50 TeV≈
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Conclusions
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LHAASO is the most ambitious experiment to study Galactic Cosmic Rays being able to 
deal with all the main open problems of Cosmic Ray physics at the same time.

First year operation with half array opened the PeV gamma-sky to observations for the 
first time!

The recent detections by LHAASO 

directly demonstrate the presence of electron and proton PeVatrons in the Milky Way

The Galaxy is full of PeVatrons!

Are the galactic proton PeVatrons linked to SNRs or YMCs or Sgr A* or all of of them?

 - observations with LHAASO, eRosita, CTA/ASTRI and SWGO will tell us 

CTA-South and SWGO in the Southern Hemisphere will explore the Inner Galaxy looking for 
Super-PeVatrons up to 10 PeV

The next challenge is to search for Super-PeVatrons in the Inner Galaxy!
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LHAASO vs other EAS arrays
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Table 1: Table 1: Characteristics of di↵erent EAS-arrays
Experiment g/cm2 Detector �E e.m. Sensitive Area Instrumented Area Coverage

(eV) (m2) (m2)
ARGO-YBJ 606 RPC/hybrid 3 · 1011 � 1016 6700 11,000 0.93

(central carpet)
BASJE-MAS 550 scint./muon 6 · 1012 � 3.5 · 1016 104

TIBET AS� 606 scint./burst det. 5 · 1013 � 1017 380 3.7⇥104 10�2

CASA-MIA 860 scint./muon 1014 � 3.5 · 1016 1.6⇥103 2.3⇥105 7⇥10�3

KASCADE 1020 scint./mu/had 2� 90 · 1015 5⇥102 4⇥104 1.2⇥10�2

KASCADE-Grande 1020 scint./mu/had 1016 � 1018 370 5⇥105 7⇥10�4

Tunka 900 open Cher. det. 3·1015 � 3 · 1018 - 106 -
IceTop 680 ice Cher. det. 1016 � 1018 4.2⇥102 106 4⇥10�4

LHAASO 600 Water C 1012 � 1017 5.2⇥103 1.3⇥106 4⇥10�3

scintill/muon/hadron
Wide FoV Cher. Tel.

µ Sensitive Area Instrumented Area Coverage
(m2) (m2)

LHAASO 4410 4.2⇥104 106 4.4⇥10�2

TIBET AS� 4300 4.5⇥103 3.7⇥104 1.2⇥10�1

KASCADE 110 6⇥102 4⇥104 1.5⇥10�2

CASA-MIA 1450 2.5⇥103 2.3⇥105 1.1⇥10�2

1
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1

(KM2A)

✦ LHAASO Muon detector area: 4.2 x 104 m2 + 8 x 104 m2 (WCDA) ≈ 105 m2 !!!
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Water Cherenkov Detector Array
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Water Cherenkov Detector Array
3 Arrays 
1: 22,500 m2 8”PMTs
2: 22,500 m2 20”PMTs
3: 33,000 m2 20”PMTs

1
23
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Water Cherenkov Detector Array
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PoS(ICRC2017)424

The dynamic range extension system for LHAASO-WCDA Cheng Liu
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Figure 1: The schematic of the LHAASO-WCDA layout.

the air shower. These particles, without suffering many Coulomb scattering, is a good measure of
the hadrons produced in the last few generations. It’s a useful parameter sensitive to the identity of
the primary particle, because the number of hadrons in a shower reduces with the elongation of the
shower quite sensitively [3].

To measure precisely the shower cores of events at the energy range from 100 TeV to 10
PeV by LHAASO-WCDA, 900 cells of the WCDA array are planned to add another 1 - 2 inch
PMT at side of the big PMT, as a dynamic range extension system. An example of using particle
density near the shower core and the shower Cherenkov image shape, has been analyzed on the data
produced by the combined experiment with ARGO-YBJ and a prototype telescope of LHAASO-
WFCTA. It has reported an important discovery of the knee of the spectrum (a bending of the p/He
spectrum below 1015 eV, at about 700 TeV). The LHAASO, has 4 different kinds of sub-detectors,
will enable the measurements with greatly improved performance. Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
shows that, using all detector arrays in LHAASO, for a mixed sample of proton plus Helium nuclei
can reach an even higher purity such as 95% [4]. In this talk, the design and status of this dynamic
range extension system is described.

3

Detector Layout 
in LHAASO

7m

1m

5m

8 in
1 in

Item Value 
Cell area 25 m2 

Effective water depth 4 m 
Water transparency > 15 m (400 nm) 
Precision of time measurement 0.5 ns 
Dynamic range 1-4000 PEs 
Time resolution <2 ns 
Charge resolution 40% @ 1 PE 

5% @ 4000 PEs 
Accuracy of charge calibration <2% 
Accuracy of time calibration <0.2 ns 
Total area 90,000 m2 

Total cells 3600 

To enlarge the dynamic range, a 1.5-inch PMT is placed 
aside each large PMT in one of the two smaller ponds. 

To extend the dynamic range, a dynode of the PMT is also 
used for signal output together with the anode.  

The anode signal is split into two parts for time and charge 
measurements, respectively, while the dynode signal is used 
only for charge measurement of large signals.

Schematic of the WCDA layout3

Three water ponds:
� 78,000 m2 in total,   4.4 m water depth;

• 3,120 cells, 6,240 PMTs

� Cells are partitioned with black curtains.

Detect shower secondary particles:
¾ Electrons/positrons;

¾ Muons;

¾ Gammas.
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LHAASO: KM2A array 
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ScintillatorMuon detector
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Electromagnetic particle detectors
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15 m 

15 m
 15

 m
 

15 m 

15 m
 15

 m
 

15 m 

15 m
 15

 m
 

4 scintillation tiles 
100 cm × 25 cm × 1 cm each16 wavelength-shifting fibers (2.7 m in length and 1.5 mm in diameter) 

are embedded in 32 grooves (each 1.8 mm in depth and 1.6 mm in 
width) of each tile to collect scintillation light generated by charged 

particles and guide the scintillation light to a 1.5-inch PMT. 

Design of the LHAASO detectors Page 5 of 8 7

Fig. 6 A schematic of an ED
(left) and an ED prototype
(right)

Fig. 7 Detection efficiency for each 5 cm × 5 cm pixel of an ED (left) and time resolution for each pixel of half an ED (right): x-axis and y-axis
represent different positions on ED, and y-axis is parallel to the fibers in an ED

nal charge resolution (< 25%, defined as the sigma/mean of
the signal charge distribution) of single muons. The purity of
the number of muons detected in hadronic showers should
be > 95%. With a total area of > 40,000m2, the total back-
ground muon rate of LHAASO MDs could reach as high
as 107 Hz, which corresponds to 1 muon in 100ns. These
background muons can be effectively rejected if a coinci-
dence time window of± 30ns around a shower front is used
in the data analysis [8]. Thus, a time resolution of < 10ns
is fairly good, while MDs do not participate in the trigger-
ing and reconstruction of shower direction. The lower limit
of MD’s dynamic range is decided by single muon signals,
while the upper limit corresponds to the large number of
muons near the shower core of the highest energy (up to
100PeV) hadrons to be detected. Finally, the long-term sta-
bility is also very important since LHAASO will operate for
more than 10years, in which the signal attenuation should be
less than 20%.

The designwithwater Cherenkov detector underneath soil
is chosen for LHAASO MDs (Fig. 8). A water bag with a
diameter of 6.8m is used to enclose pure water. An 8-inch
PMT sits at top center of the water bag and looks down-
ward through a highly transparent window into the water.
The water bag is contained in a cylindrical steel tank with
an inner diameter of 6.8m. The thickness of the overburden
soil and the water depth are tuned by simulation to be 2.5
and 1.2m, respectively. The liner reflectivity is required to

Fig. 8 Schematic of LHAASO muon detector

be higher than 95%, and the water absorption length should
be longer than 50m.

The liner consists of four layers of co-extruded materials.
The inner layer ismade ofTyvek 1082D (DuPont)which is an
opaque material with excellent strength, good flexibility and
high diffuse reflectivity for near-UV lights. Tyvek is a non-
woven material made of high-density polyethylene, which
can minimize the possibility of chemicals leaching into the
water volume. The middle two layers are made of LDPE film
with good strength and outstanding chemical resistance. PP
film is chosen as the outer layer because of its hard-wearing.

The PMTwindow ismade of EVA plastic which is formed
according to shape of PMT photocathode. The EVA plastic
has a relatively high UV transmittance and can be easily
molded. Furthermore, silicon oil is added between PMT and
the window for optical coupling.

A dedicated high-voltage divider is designed for the PMT
to achieve a linear dynamic range of 4 orders of magni-

123

1

Effective Area: 1 m2

Detection Efficiency (>5 MeV): >95%
Dynamic Range: 1 - 104 particles
Time Resolution: < 2 ns
Particle counting resolution: 25% at 1 particle, 5% at 104 particles
PMT: 1.5 inch
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water volume. The middle two layers are made of LDPE film
with good strength and outstanding chemical resistance. PP
film is chosen as the outer layer because of its hard-wearing.

The PMTwindow ismade of EVA plastic which is formed
according to shape of PMT photocathode. The EVA plastic
has a relatively high UV transmittance and can be easily
molded. Furthermore, silicon oil is added between PMT and
the window for optical coupling.

A dedicated high-voltage divider is designed for the PMT
to achieve a linear dynamic range of 4 orders of magni-
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Detection efficiency for each 5 cm × 5 cm pixel 
The average single rate of an ED is  
≈1.7 kHz with a threshold of 1/3 particle

4410

Introduction

KM2A: one square kilometer array in LHAASO
¾ ED  array，5242 EDs；

Central part：4948 EDs, 15m spacing；
Outside area：294 EDs, 30m spacing；

¾ MD array，1171 MDs

Inner View of one ED

4410

(3) PMTs

Type: XP3960, 1.5 inch
About 5000 PMTs supplied for ED
assembly (300 PMTs per month), after
PMTs test in SDU.

(4) ED power
4288 power supplies, 220 power are
tested in HBNU per month for ED
assembly.
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Water Cherenkov Muon Detector
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PMT: 8” or 9” 

Item Value 
Area 36 m2 

Detection efficiency >95% 
Purity of Nµ >95% 
Time resolution <10 ns 
Dynamic range 1-10,000 particles 
Particle counting resolution 25% @ 1 particle 

5% @ 10,000 particles 
Aging (<20%) >10 years 
Spacing 30 m 
Total number of detectors 1221 

Detector Layout 
in LHAASO

7m

1m

5m

8 in
1 in

7 m

The average single rate of an MD is ≈8 kHz 
with a threshold of 0.4 particles 
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Wide FoV Cherenkov Telescope Array
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64 × modules

A module has 4×4 pixels8 x 8 module camera boxSiPM camera：32 × 32 SiPM pixels

SiPM camera

Parameter Requirement

Mirror area >5 m2

Number of  pixels 1024 pixels
Pixel size ~0.5°/pixel

Field of view 16°´16°
Dynamic range 10 pe - 32000 pe

Resolution <5%@1000 pe
Elevation angle 

adjustment range
0°- 90°，

adjustment precision: <0.1°

Wide Field of View Cherenkov Telescope (WFCT)

Energy range: 30 TeV - 200 PeV

CTA:SST-1M LHAASO-WFCTA

Energy range 5 TeV – 300 
TeV

30 TeV – 200 
PeV

Diameter of 
mirror

~ 4 m ~ 2.3 m

Pixel size ~ 0.25 ~ 0.5

Number of pixels 1296 1024

Dynamic range 1 - 2000 pe 10 – 32000 pe

LHAASO-WFCTA vs. CTA

Ø SiPM Parameters for LHAASO-WFCTA
• APD cell size:  25 μm
• SiPM size: 15 mm×15 mm
• Total number of APDs: ~360,000

The deviation from linearity 
because of saturation

~14% @ 100 pe
~5% @ 1000pe

Resolution
4410

6 telescopes 
As the WFCTA 
1st-stage are 
operating

16 telescopes
by the end of 
2020 16 telescopes by the end of 2021


